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NOW-GREATER THAN EVER

THE 1940 SCOTT PHILHARMONIC
(Right)

An instrument which we believe represents the
nearest approach to perfection that has, up to this
time, been achieved in radio and record reproduc-
tion. It has been developed for those who demand
the ultimate in every phase of radio operation, In-
corporating every advanced feature necessary to
obtain the finest performance possible. Volume
Range Expansion restores recorded and broadcast
music to its original scope and interpretation, mak-
ing necessary the increased power output and
special speaker development. Entertainment is In-
creased by its complete coverage of transmissions
from 5 to 2,000 meters. Remarkably efficient noise
limiters and perfected dual automatic volume con-
trol assure enjoyable shortwave reception. A corn-
plete resume of its features will be found on page
four.

THE 1940 SCOTT PHANTOM DELUXE
(Left)

An advanced instrument designed for those whose
chief interest is in the enjoyment of fine music. The
IS" high fidelity speaker and undistorted power out-
put of 25 watts assure reproduction free from mushing
or vibration. Inasmuch as controlled broadcasts and
records frequently reach peaks of 20 watts, the larger
speaker and power output are essential to faithful reo
production. The automatic Needle Scratch Suppressor
does away with the only objection to recorded music,
for it so reduces record surface noise, that it is prac-
tically impossible to distinguish a recording from an
actual broadcast. A full tabulation of PHANTOM
DELUXE features will be found on page four.

THE 1940 SCOTT MASTERPIECE (Left)

The ideal instrument for those who wish to enjoy
SCOTT performance at a reasonable price. Every
detail of design and construction conforms to the
rigid standards of SCOTT quality. It is more than
capable of maintaining the famous 30 day trial during
which its performance can be tested against any other
make radio built today. Its greater wave length cover-
age, higher fidelity, greater power output, and control
of both low and high tones are some of the many
factors which combine to make its performance so
outstanding. For a complete tabulation of its features
see the table on page four.
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THE PART IT PLAYS IN SECURING FINEST PERFORMANCE

An Important Point to Investigate When Selecting Your Next Radio

ONE of the most delightful features of
a SCOTT is the comparative ease with

which you can operate it. The printed in-
structions furnished every SCOTT owner
are extremely short and simple-they can
be easily grasped by the average man who
knows nothing whatever about the techni-
calities of radio. Only one knob is used to
tune in stations either on the broadcast
band or shortwaves. On the average pro-
gram the other controls are set at their
normal positions and left there without
further adjustment for the entire evening.

After a few days you will become thor-
oughly acquainted with your receiver, and
a great many of the operations described
below will be entirely automatic, just as
they are when you drive an automobile.
Many people do not realize that there are
actually 16 controls and indicators on the
average car, and 20 or more on the higher
priced automobiles. You don't use all of
them all the time, but when they are neces-
sary you have them at your finger tips.

While the regular type of radio receiver
may give satisfactory performance under
normal conditions without all of the con-
trols incorporated in a SCOTT, it is never
possible to adjust it for maximum perform-
ance under all reception conditions, in the
same way. While we know it is quite pos-
sible to operate an automobile with only a
single forward speed, we also know that to
secure maximum performance under all
road conditions the three forward speeds
are necessary.

You will find several controls on a
SCOTT receiver that are not found on the
ordinary home type ·radio. They enable you
to secure reception and musical reproduc-
tion which are a continual source of amaze-
ment to those who are familiar with only
the average receiver having two or three
controls. This tuning flexibility makes it
possible to secure maximum reception un-
der all conditions. A few examples of what
the controls in a SCOTT accomplish may
be interesting.

Perhaps in shopping for a new radio you
heard some whose tone you liked particu-
larly well, but which were comparatively
poor performers on distant stations. On the
other hand, you may have seen some re-
ceivers whose distance getting ability was
very good, but whose tone quality did not
measure up to what you thought it should
be. Again, you may have listened to an
exceptionally "sharp" receiver which tuned
out stations on a hairline, but was unable to
produce anything better than a shrill rasp-

ing tone, entirely lacking in the higher
overtones.

It is comparatively simple to build a
radio receiver for the reception of distant
stations, if fine tone quality is only a minor
consideration. It is also easy to design and
build a receiver with exceptional tone qual-
ity, but you may find that it tunes so
"broadly" that stations overlap and inter-
fere with each other all over the dial. To
build a radio that combines the finest pos-
sible tone quality, extreme selectivity, and
exceptional distance getting ability is a feat
which has not, to the best of our knowledge,
been accomplished up to this time in the
factories of mass production manufacturers.

On custombuilt SCOTT receivers, this
problem is solved in a practical and simple
manner by means of convenient controls
mounted on the instrument panel. When
you want to spend an evening reaching out
all over the world for many distant stations,

Instrument Panel of the New 1940
Scott Philharmonic

a Variable Sensitivity control on the panel
enables you to utilize the almost incredible
sensitivity of these custombuilt instruments
to the fullest extent. If your program is
marred by interference from another sta-
tion on an adjacent wavelength, a Selec-
tivity control enables you to reduce or
eliminate it.

If the noise level in your location is high
at the time you are tuning, and if there is
a great deal of atmospheric static, the
operation of the Fidelity and Sensitivity
controls will greatly reduce this noise and
in some cases eliminate it entirely.

Or, if you wish to tune in a program of
good music, and want the finest possible
tone, simply turn the Fidelity and Bass
controls which will bring to the fore the full.
range high fidelity characteristics of the
receiver.

When you are listening to a recorded

broadcast you can even cut out the needle
scratch by means of a Scratch Suppressor
control. Then, by slightly increasing the
fidelity, it is almost impossible to distin-
guish the quality of a recorded broadcast
from that of a fine high fidelity studio
program.

These are only a few improvements you
can effect in reception and reproduction
with the additional controls on a SCOTT.
There are many more.

In the matter of tone quality there is a
degree of flexibility in a SCOTT not found
in any other radio, for its Fidelity control
enables you to obtain practically any bal-
ance of tone quality you desire. For ex-
ample, on some broadcasts and records, the
bass is deficient. In such a case, you merely
advance the Bass control provided for this
purpose until the bass tones come through
clearly. As this control amplifies no fre-
quencies higher than 150 cycles, the crisp
clear quality of the spoken voice or the
higher overtones are not impaired.

If a chain broadcast, or one from a poor
quality local station is lacking in treble
brilliance, you can rotate the Fidelity con-
trol and amplify the higher harmonics and
overtones to a point where the over-all
quality is immeasurably improved.

Oftentimes, an announcer or artist will
stand too near the microphone, causing the
spoken voice to sound unnatural and
boomy. When this happens you can retard
the Bass control to a point below its normal
position, and immediately all boominess is
taken out of the voice, leaving it clear,
crisp, and natural just as if the announcer
or artist were directly before you.

The operation of these controls does not,
in any way, affect the tonal accuracy of the
broadcast or recording; advancing the Bass
control produces much the same effect as if
you were to choose a seat nearer the bass
instruments, while advancing the Fidelity
control gives the illusion of gradually rais-
ing a curtain over the artists or orchestra.
When this control is in minimum position,
the tone quality is quite good, and compares
favorably with that of the average radio
receiver, but as it is advanced each instru-
ment becomes clear, distinct, and natural,
just as if the entire orchestra was slowly
moving toward you.

The simple, effective, tuning flexibility of
a SCOTT is just another reason why
SCOTT owners are securing reception and
record reproduction that is almost unbeliev-
able to those who have never tuned this
remarkable custom built instrument.
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Below you will find a tabulation of the various features in-
corporated in the SCOTTPHILHARMONIC, PHANTOM DELUXE,
and MASTERPIECE. It is only when you careru nv study the very
advanced features incorporated in a SCOTT with those of any
other type of radio do you realize why the performance of a
SCOTT is so superior.

T'oday, with each radio manufacturer claiming superiority for
his particular set, the average man finds it extremely difficult to
know just which one to choose. To enable you to make your
decision, we have set out clearly each of the features incorporated
in SCOTT receivers, with a bla~k column at the right whicll can
be used to note the sallIe features in other receivers.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF FEATURES
IN SCOTT RECEIVERS ~
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However, I believe there is an even better way to settle this
question to your satisfaction, and that is by an actual perform-
ance comparison test in your home. Your order for a SCOTT will
be taken with the understanding you are to have 30 days in your
own home to make an actual side by side test of the SCOTT
against any other receiver-regardless of price or number of
tubes, and if the SCOTT does not outperform any set with which
it may be tested-AND YOU ARE TO BE THE SOLE JUDGE
-yoU can return it any time within 30 days (you to pay the trans-
porta.tion charges) and the purchase price will be promptly re-
funded. We believe a comparison test of a SCOTT against any
other receiver being sold today will quickly show why today it is
generally recognized as The World's Finest Radio Receiver.

FEATURE MASTERPIECE PHANTOM DELUXE PHILHARMONIC ANY OTHER RADIO

Overall Fidelity 30-7,500 Cycles 30-8,500 Cycles 30-16,000 Cycles

Power Outpu't 10-15 Watts 25-40 Watt. 40-60 Watts

Number of Vacuum Tubes 14 20 30

Wave Length Range 5-550 Meters 5-550 Meters 5-2,000 Meters

RF Amplification One Stage One Stage Two Stages

Type of Fidelity Control Two-Position Con'tinuousl;y Variable ContiDuOUS~ Variable

Type of Base Control Continuously Variable ContinuousQo Variable Continuously Variable

Degeee of Selectivity 5 Kc to 12.5 Kc 3.5 Kc to 12.SKc 2 Kc to 16 Kc

IF Amplification 3 Stages 3 Stages 4 Stages

Noise Reducing Systern.s 3 S 6

Connections for Two Antennae .a ee Yes Yes

Type of Loudspeaker 12' High Fidelity IS' High Fidelity 15' High Fidelity

Needle Scratclt Suppression No Yes Yes

Supershield Antenna Coupling Yes Yes Yes

AF Amplification 3 Stages 3 Stages 4 S~ges
Voltage Regulator No Yes Yes

Stabilized Oscillator Yes Yes Yes

Type of Sensitivity Control Continuously Variable Continuoualy Variable Continuously Variable

Local Service and Installation Yeo Yes Yea

Type of Tuninl! Dial Airplane European Slide Rule Laboratory-Type

Number of Tuning Speed. Two Two T.•••o

Seott Super Double Doublet Antenna Optional at extra cost Opt.ional at ext.ra cost Optional at extra cost

Degree of Senei tivi ty 0.8 to 9 Microvolts 0.6 to 10 Microvolts 0.5 W :10Microvolts
Automatic Volume Cont.rol Single Two Syatem.s Two SreteDl.s
Inverse Feed Back Yes Yes Yes - -
Dickert Au torne t!c Nolee Lirniter No Yeo Ye.
Aging Test 16 Hours 16 Hours 16 Hours
Electzoc Ray Tuning Y"" Yes Yes
Calibration Drift Less than .00:.1 Le•• than .002 Less than .002
Micrometer Logging Scale No Laboratory Type Laboratory Type
Silent Tuning Between Stations Yes-Does Not Affe.ct AVC Yes-Does Not Affect AVC Yes-Does Not Affect AVC
Shi"lding Complete Complete Complete
Standard Chassis Finish ChromiUD1 ChrOlDiulll Chromium
Type of Tuning Chassis Base H-Gauge Steel 14-Gauge ~teel 14-Gauge Steel
Separate Power Amplifier Yes Yes Yes
Record Reproduction 30-9,000 Cycles 30-10,000 Cycles 30-16,000 Cycles
Parts Guarantee 5 Year. (Except Tubes) S Years (Except Tubes) S Year. (Except Tubes)
Trial Period 30 Day. 30 Days 30 Days
Volume Range Expansion No No Yes
Headphone Connect.ions Optional at extra cost Optional at ex'lra cost. Yes
Construction Cuatom Built Custom Built Custom Built
Cabinets Available 8 Styles 8 Styles 8 Styles
Tuning of I.F. Teansfor-meee Air Condensers Air Condensers Air Condensers
Protectdve Fuses Yes Yes Yes
Signal to Noise Ratio at 1 MV Input 2-1 3-1 4-1
DOe6BassC...ontrolImpair Voice Reproduction? No No No
Automatic Seo.sitivity Compensation No No Yes
Are ~ 'I'ubee Used when Tuning Short Waves

8S ell 8.8 Broadcast Band? Yes Yes Yes
W"~fst ~ignal Providing Good Tuning

Under 1 Microvolt Under 1 Microvol1: Under I MicrovoltIn teetaon
Provision for E'Xten~ion Speakers Yes Yes Yes
Is Recetvee Adjustable to Difficult Receiving

Loca ttonsj' Yes Yes Yes



A BRIEF STUDY OF TUBE FUNCTIONS
IN A MODERN SUPERHETERODYNE

WITH AN ANALYSIS OF THE NUMBER AND TYPE OF TUBES
USED IN SCOTT RECEIVERS

THE most frequent comment we hear is
in regard to the number of tubes used

in SCOTT receivers. Why do we use so
many? Could not some of them be elimi-
nated? Just what useful purpose does each
tube serve?

Most people believe that any radio hav-
ing more than about 8 tubes is designed
primarily as a super-distance "receiver.
While it is quite true that additional tubes
do increase a receiver's distance getting
ability slightly, modern vacuum tubes per-
form many other important functions which
are of vital interest to the discriminating
music lover as well as the seasoned distance
fan.

No matter what make of receiver you
ultimately purchase, I am sure that the in-
formation which follows will prove of tre-
mendous value in helping you make your
selection. Before learning the actual tube
functions and what they contribute to
greater listening pleasure, let us begin with
the program as it is transmitted over the
air from the broadcasting studio.

The purpose of a radio transmitter is
merely to convert voice, music, and other
sound waves into electrical waves or im-
pulses. The reason for this conversion is
because such waves travel great distances
and can be received thousands of miles
away, whereas the audibility range of the
original voice and music is but a few hun-
dred feet.

Converter or Mixer, and Oscillator
(2 Tubes)

In a Superheterodyne receiver, the elec-
trical waves from the broadcasting station
strike your antenna, pass through an ampli-
fier, and enter what is termed the Mixer
tube. Another tube, the Oscillator, is a
miniature transmitter located in the Super-
heterodyne, and it generates an electrical
wave of its own which is also fed into the
Mixer. Now, the Mixer tube (commonly
known as the Conuerter) combines these
two different signals and converts them into
what may be called a common denominator
or a third signal which is different in fre-
quency than the two original signals.

The principle involved is very similar to
the action of a carburetor in an automobile.
That is, gasoline and air, two entirely dif-

ferent elements, are combined in the carbu-
retor to form an explosive mixture or gas.
The gasoline corresponds to the electrical
waves from the broadcasting station, the air
may be compared with the signal generated
by the Oscillator, and the carburetor is
analogous to the Converter tube.

Some receivers combine the Oscillator
with the Converter in order to save the cost
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you will hear only one station at a time. To
secure adequate selectivity, every fine
Superheterodyne should have at least one
"stage" of RF amplification, and for ex-
treme selectivity two RF stages may be
incorporated. By the word "stage" is meant
a circuit consisting of one tube, a tuning
condenser, a coil, and the connecting wires.
The SCOTT MASTERPIECE and SCOTT
PHANTOM DE LUXE each incorporate
a highly developed stage of RF amplifica-
tion while the SCOTT PHILHARMONIC
incorporates two stages.

RF amplification also has an important
bearing on the distance getting ability of a
Superheterodyne. In one sense, it may be
compared to a Supercharger in an automo-
bile whereby gasoline is forced into the
cylinders at tremendous pressure in order
to greatly increase the power of the engine.
In addition, RF amplification is used to
minimize the circuit noise of a Superhetero-
dyne receiver. We could reduce the number
of tubes in a SCOTT by eliminating the RF
stages, but this would obviously reduce the
receiver's selectivity, sensitivity, and quiet-
ness of operation.

Thus far, we have at least three abso-
lutely essential tubes in the Superhetero-
dyne circuit, and as just mentioned, four
will give even better results.

Detector C1 Tube}

It should be remembered that the con-
verted signal we have been tracing is still
an electrical wave or voltage; it must be
transformed back again into voice and
music by means of a tube known as the
Detector.

This voltage or electrical current is very
weak and must be "built up" or amplified
before it can be heard through the loud-
speaker. There are three forms of amplifi-
cation in a Superheterodyne: (1) RF or
Radio Frequency amplification, whereby
electrical waves from a broadcasting station
are amplified before they reach the Con-
verter tube; (2) IF or Intermediate Fre-
quency amplification, whereby the "mixed"
or converted impulses are amplified, and
(3) AF or Audio Frequency amplification,
whereby you secure amplification after the
signals have passed through the-Detector
tube and have been transformed back to
voice frequency.

CONVERTED
SIGNAL

GAS

I
Analogous Diagram of Superheterodyne

Converter and a Carburetor

of one tube, but this causes what is known
as "instability," which simply means that
the receiver will not maintain its calibra-
tion, and nothing is more annoying than to
log a station and then be unable to tune it
in later on the same dial reading. While it
is not possible to calibrate a receiver to
100% accuracy, the use of a separate Oscil-
lator is one of the reasons why SCOTT
radio receivers closely approach this ideal.

Double-purpose tubes are highly desirable
in some cases, and as a matter of fact they
are used in all SCOTT receivers, but our
tests have shown that a double-purpose
tube cannot be efficiently used in the Oscil-
lator circuit of a Superheterodyne.

RF Amplifier C1 or 2 Tubes}
The fact that there are such a great num-

ber of radio transmitters on the air today
makes extreme selectivity necessaryxso that
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IF Amplifier (3 or 4 Tubes)
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Intermediate Frequency Amplification
(generally abbreviated IF) is called "inter-
mediate" because it is between RF amplifi-
cation and AF amplification, and it is the
intermediate frequency amplifier which
makes a Superheterodyne so selective.
Every stage of IF consists of a transformer
and one tube. Cheaper receivers use one
stage of IF amplification. The SCOTT
MASTERPIECE and PHANTOM DE
LUXE incorporate three stages, four are
used in the SCOTT PHILHARMONIC.
You could save up to three tubes (in a
receiver having four stages of IF), but by
taking away each tube you decrease the
selectivity proportionately, and there are
innumerable times when these extra IF
stages make all the difference in the world
in receiving a distant station clearly and
cleanly if it is near in frequency to a
powerful local.

Automatic: Volume Control
(1 or 2 Tubes)

On poorly designed receivers, programs
fade in and out with annoying' regularity.
To counteract this fading, the Automatic
Volume Control system was developed.
This is a circuit within the receiver which,
when a signal begins to fade, automatically
increases the receiver's sensitivity. When
the signal "fades in" and gets louder the
Automatic Volume Control automatically
decreases the sensitivity. Thus a compara-
tively even volume level is maintained. The
principle of Automatic Volume Control is
much like that of a governor on an engine.

The Automatic Volume Control system
used in the SCOTT MASTERPIECE re-
quires one tube. In the SCOTT PHIL-
HARMONIC and SCOTT PHANTOM DE

LUXE two tubes are used for even greater
control of fading.

The Scott Automatic Volume Control
provides the following important advan-
tages not obtained by the system used in
many mass-production radio receivers: (1)
It does NOT reduce sensitivity or distance-
getting ability of the receiver; (2) it has
no adverse effect on tone quality; (3) it
avoids overloading the RF stages, and gives
a much smoother action than ordinary
Automatic Volume Control systems; and
(4) the actual control of fading is about
25% to 50% more effective.

The use of this highly developed system
also makes it possible for you to tune from
a local station to one at a distance-and
receive both at about the same degree of
strength-without re-setting the Volume
Control knob. The value of this system in
providing easy tuning is obvious, for it is
never necessary to raise or lower the vol-
ume by hand to conform with the power
of different stations.

Tuning Eye (1 Tube)
The Cathode Ray Tuning Indicator

(sometimes called Magic Eye) is nothing
more or less than a special vacuum tube
which enables you to tune in any given
station accurately. A program not tuned in
exactly "on the head" will be distorted, and
one has only to detune a station slightly in
order to realize the truth of this statement.
Some people have the knack of tuning in a
station very accurately by ear, just as some
people have a sense of absolute pitch, but
I assure you that it is quite rare, especially
among women, and therefore some simple
accurate device such as a tuning eye is
necessary for finest tone quality.

The tuning eye is also of great value in
locating comparatively weak stations which
you might easily pass over when tuning by

TUBE FUNCTION MASTERPIECE PHANTOM PHILHARMONIC

Converter 1 1 1
Oscillator 1 1 1
RF Amplification 1 1 2

Detector 1 1 1
IF Amplification 3 3 4
Automatic Volume Control 1 2 2

Tuning Eye 1 1 1
AF Amplification 6 6 8

Inverter 1 1 1
Scratch Suppressor 0 2 2

Volume Range Expander 0 0 5
Voltage Regulator 0 1 1
Rectifier 1 2 2

Noise Limiter 0 1 1
Total Tube Functions 17 23 32

Functions Performed by
Double-Purpose Tubes 3 3 2

Net Nuruber of Tubes 14 20 30

The Above Table of Tube Functions Forms a Complete Summary of the
Points Covered In This Article

ear alone, and in locating shortwave sta-
tions which "stand by" for a considerable
length of time without broadcasting.

Some receivers use a tuning meter to
accomplish the same purpose, but this also
requires one tube in order to amplify the
swing of the indicator needle sufficiently.

AF Amplifier (6 or 8 Tubes)
A sufficient Power Output is absolutely

essential in the reproduction of fine musical
programs or records, for a receiver with too
Iowa Power Output will distort heavy for-
tissimo passages even when the receiver is
played at low or normal volumes. The term
"Power Output" concerns the receiver's
Handling Capacity and has nothing to do
with the amount of volume or speaker
output.

Of course, if the buyer of a radio re-
ceiver seldom listens to symphonic or
operatic music (either recorded or broad-
cast), then a receiver with comparatively
low Power Output is quite satisfactory. The
average radio receiver has a Power Output
of about 5 or 6 watts. (The term "watts"
is merely a measure of the amount of
power broadcast.) Some programs, espe-
cially those with wide variations in volume
such as symphonic music, or even dance
music as rendered by the finer orchestras,
may rise to a height of about 25 watts, and
it is obvious that a 25 watt crescendo will
be distorted if it must be reproduced
through a receiver having a handling ca-
pacity of say only 5 watts. It is much like
trying to force a 5 inch stream of water
through a pipe only 1 inch in diameter.

In order to secure a Power Output of 25
watts or more we use 8 tubes in the SCOTT
PHILHARMONIC, that is, four stages of
Audio Amplification (requiring 4 tubes)
and 4 Power Output tubes in the Power
Amplifier. A total of 6 tubes for this pur-
pose are used in the SCOTT MASTER-
PIECE and SCOTT PHANTOM DE
LUXE.

You could eliminate all but two of these
tubes in a Superheterodyne, but the Power
Output would be reduced accordingly.

Inverter (1 Tube)

The Inverter tube is roughly approxi-
mate, in function, to the fly wheel on an
engine. The fly wheel makes possible a
smoother flow of power, for it equalizes or
co-ordinates the alternating impulses of the
cylinders. The function of the Inverter can
be performed by a transformer, thus mak-
ing it possible to save another tube, but
when a transformer is used, a certain
amount of distortion results.

Needle Scratch Suppressor
(2 Tubes)

Our system for the elimination of needle
scratch from records requires two tubes. It
is used only in the SCOTT PHANTOM DE
LUXE and SCOTT PHILHARMONIC. If



a prospective purchaser does not own a
record playing device, and does not intend
to purchase one, then these two tubes are
not so important. However, this highly de-
veloped suppression system is very valuable
for reducing atmospheric static on short-
wave reception. It can also be used to re-
move the needle scratch from recorded
radio broadcasts.

Double-Channel Volume Range
Expander (5 Tubes)

Scott Volume Range Expansion (used
only in the SCOTT PHILHARMONIC)
employs another 5 tubes. This circuit
makes heavy passages somewhat louder
than they would be otherwise, and soft pas-
sages somewhat lower. This action, in
effect, counteracts the monitoring which is
done on symphonic broadcasts and record-
ings. A monitoring engineer at the studio
has the musical score directly before him
during such a broadcast or recording, and
when the music calls for a crashing for-
tissimo, he gradually turns a knob similar
to a Volume Control which reduces the
strength of the passage. When the score
calls for a soft passage, he rotates the con-
trol in the opposite direction so that it will
be transmitted with more volume. There-
fore, on a receiver without an Expander,
you do not hear the broadcast as the com-
poser and conductor would have you hear
it, but rather as it was interpreted by a
monitoring engineer who may not always
be an acceptable music critic.

The reason programs are "monitored" is
so that costly transmitter tubes will not be
overloaded on tremendous crashes of
sound, and so that pianissimo passages will
not be drowned out in the noise and hum
of the transmitter tubes. Recordings are
monitored so that the loud passages will
not overcut the record grooves, and so that
the soft passages will be audible above the
record. "scratch."

It is possible to build a Single-Channel
Volume Range Expander using only two
tubes, but the result is distortion of the
louder passages. We use more tubes to
eliminate such distortion.

Voltage Re9ulator (1 Tube)
The electric current coming from a house

line often varies a great deal, and in some
localities where the fluctuation is particu-
larly severe, dial readings will shift, drift,
or "creep." By this is meant the tendency
of a receiver to detune itself after a short
while, making it necessary for you to fre-
quently re-tune the station. To stabilize
this electric current, that is keep it constant
regardless of fluctuations, a Voltage Regu-
lator tube is used in the SCOTT PHIL-
HARMONIC and SCOTT PHANTOM
DE LUXE. The result is that dial readings
will not vary more than 2 tenths of 1 per
cent once a station has been tuned in. The
use of a separate Oscillator tube, as already
explained, in addition to the Voltage Regu-
lator provides the greatest degree of sta-

bility it is possible to attain at the present
stage of radio science.

This Voltage Regulator is another tube
which could be taken out of a Superhetero-
dyne completely, but for those who do a
great deal of tuning on distant stations, its
efficiency is well worth the small extra cost.

Rectifiers (1 or 2 Tubes)
Two more tubes, called Rectifiers-both

located in the Power Amplifier of the
SCOTT PHILHARMONIC and SCOTT
PHANTOM DE LUXE-are necessary for
the following reason: Your electrical house
current is Alternating Current, but before
it can be used in a Superterodyne it must
be converted into Direct Current. As the
Alternating Current comes into your re-
ceiver, it is "stepped up" (that is, the volt-
age is increased) by the Power Trans-
former, and then passes through the Recti-
fier tubes where it is converted into Direct
Current. These two Rectifier tubes and
their function are roughly comparable to
the crankshaft of an automobile engine
which changes the power from useless re-
ciprocating motion to the necessary rotary
motion. Only one Rectifier tube is neces-
sary in the SCOTT MASTERPIECE on
account of its lower Power Output.

Noise Limiter (1 Tube)
If you care nothing whatsoever about

shortwave reception (or if you live in a
location free from all kinds of electrical
interference) this tube could be eliminated
without noticeable effect. This feature is
incorporated in the SCOTT PHILHAR-
MONIC and the SCOTT PHANTOM DE
LUXE only. On the other hand, if you
occasionally wish to hear the many fine
musical programs now being broadcast from
the capitals of the world, then this tube is

of great value, for it greatly reduces inter-
mittent types of electrical interference ex-
perienced by owners of the conventional
shortwave receiver.

Summary
In the SCOTT PHILHARMONIC, 18

tubes (2 of them double-purpose) are used
for the Detection, Amplification, and Rec-
tification of radio signals; 4 tubes for Pro-
gram Volume Range Expansion; 1 tube for
Volume Range Expansion Indication; 2
tubes for Record Scratch and Static Sup-
pression; 2 tubes for Rectifiers; 1 tube for
Voltage Regulation of Oscillator; 1 tube for
Station Tuning Indicator; and 1 tube for
the Automatic Noise Limiter, a total of
30 tubes.

In the SCOTT PHANTOM DE LUXE,
13 tubes (3 of them double-purpose) are
used for the Detection, Amplification, and
Rectification of radio signals; 2 tubes for
Record Scratch Suppression; 2 tubes for
Rectifiers; 1 tube for Voltage Regulation of
Oscillator; 1 tube for Automatic Noise
Limiter; and 1 tube for Tuning Indication,
a total of 20 tubes.

In the' SCOTT MASTERPIECE, 12
tubes (3 of them double-purpose) are used
for the Detection, Amplification, and Rec-
tification of radio signals; 1 tube as a
Rectifier; and 1 tube as the Tuning Indi-
cator, a total of 14 tubes.

The World's Finest Radio Receivers
Thus, we have seen that every tube used

in SCOTT receivers performs a distinct and
useful purpose. In designing a SCOTT, the
only consideration is to perfect a super-
efficient instrument that is capable of giv-
ing maximum performance and to obtain
this, we require everyone of the tubes
specified.

NO. TYPE TUBE MASTER- PHANTOM PHIL-
PIECE DELUXE HARMONIC

6J5G Super Triode Amplifier 4 4 6

6B8G Duo Diode High Gain Pentode 1 3 4

6L6G Beam Power Amplifier 0 2 4

6K7G Triple Grid Amplifier 3 3 ?
.J

6H6G Duo Diode 0 1 2

6U7G RF Pentode 1 l' 2

5Z3 Full Wave High Vacuum Rectifier 0 0 2

5U4G Full Wave Rectifier 1 2 0

6E5 Tuning Indicator 1 1 1

6G5 Expansion Indicator 0 0 1

6J7 Triple Grid Amplifier 0 1 1

VR150 Voltage Regulator 0 1 1

6L7G Pentagrid Mixer Amplifier 1 1 3

6V6 Beam Power Amplifier 2 0 0

Total NUJDber of Tubes 14
I

20 30

For Those Who Are Technically Trained. the Above Tube Complement of
Scott Receivers Will Be 0' Interest



SHORT WAVE RECEPTION
ru«i the MuUc

AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO LISTENERS DESIRING SUPERLATIVE
MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT

IN the early days of radio we all listened
eagerly for "signals" and were tremen-

dously excited when we were fortunate
enough to actually hear a voice. In a re-
markably short time radio passed this stage,
and we found a wonderful new field of en-
tertainment in regular programs offered on
the "long waves," or broadcast band. Short-
wave transmission was principally a me-
dium for amateur transmissions for some
time, but now it has "come of age" and we
have a rapidly increasing use of the short-
waves for regular commercial programs.

There are many reasons
why shortwave stations will
continue their remarkable
growth in popularity. First,
the coverage of shorturaue
transmissions is worldwide
at all times, for they are not
affected, as are broadcast
band waves, by daylight
hours. With a powerful
shortwave receiver, those
living in isolated rural areas,
or in towns where only one
or two small broadcasting
stations' are operating, can
have continuous shortwave
reception of every type pro-
gram. This range of enter-
tainment is not available
during the day on a radio
that is capable of bringing
in broadcast band reception
only, nor is it available, we
believe, with the. usual pro-
duction type radio. During the daylight
hours the longer waves of the standard
broadcast band are unable to travel very
far and the noise level is high-e-it is only
at night that any great distance is possible.
However. even when the radio user can
bring in long-distance broadcast band sta-
tions at night. reception of the same pro-
gram is more often than not better on the
shortwaves.

All "chain" programs are "piped" through
local stations by means of telephone wires.
Only on very special occasions are wires
arranged so that they can carry it fidelity
over about 5.500 cycles, whereas the trans-
mission from the originating station runs
between 8,000 and 8,500 cycles. Those who
are in the receiving area of the local relay
stations can obtain this 5,500 cycle fidelity
if the local station is capable of transmit-
ting a tonal range that great. Sometimes
the local stations transmit at only 4,000 to

4,500 cycles, the usual fidelity range of the
ordinary radio. With the shortwave adapt-
ability of a SCOTT you can usually go
directly to the original shortwave transmis-
sion oj the same program, hear the program
with its beauty of fidelity ranging from
8,000 to 8,500 cycles-and the noise level
is generally so low that, under anywhere
normal conditions, a person walking into
your room cannot distinguish the reception
from that of a local transmitter.

Another discouraging situation frequently
encountered in the relaying of chain pro-

clarity and tone quality superior to ordinary
broadcast band reception from the average
station. With the custom built SCOTT
your shortwave reception is not confined to
the excellent programs offered by the
United States shortwave stations, for you
have a constant choice of programs from
all over the world, and the powerful sta-
tions of England, France, Italy, Germany
and many other South American countries
offer superb symphonic music, popular pro-
grams of folk music in the lighter vein,
bringing a most welcome diversity to your

listening pleasure. It is this
remarkable shortwave recep-
tion that is largely respon-
sible for the fact that today
SCOTT receivers are in use
in 153 foreign countries.

Once you have become ac-
customed to the versatility
of a SCOTT you would find
it impossible to go back to
the old way of radio enjoy-
ment. Your pleasure would
be as much curtailed as if
you were to be suddenly
relegated to the necessity of
using a 1914 automobile
after driving the latest
model of today. You double.
and in many instances much
more than double, your li~-
teninz enjoyment. With the
custombuilt SCOTT vou
not onlv have the world at
your finger tips. but a world

of entertainment in a most enjoyable form.
At the present time there are a number

of excellent shortwave stations combining
to give continuous entertainment from 6 :30
in the morning until 2 :00 the following
morning. These stations are: WCAB at
Philadelphia; WCBS at Wayne, N. J.;
WNBI, Boundbrook, N. J.: WGEO at
Schenectady, N. Y.; WIXK, Millis. Mass.;
WGEA at Schenectady, N. Y.; WPIT in
Pittsburgh. Pa.; WRCA, Boundbrook, N. J.,
and WSLR of Boston, Mass. The broad-
casting schedules of these stations are easily
obtainable, and you will be absolutely
amazed at the wealth of symphonic, oper-
atic, chamber music, and other entertain-

':, ment that is offered throughout each day.
The commercial advertising is at a mini-
mum, frequently being entirely absent.

The coming year promises an expansion
of shortwave entertainment to a remark-
able degree. I am sure you would find that
the SCOTT, with its superb combination of
shortwave and broadcast band ability, will
bring you a new joy in radio, and an oppor-
tunity to fully realize the benefits of man's
most modern servant.
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grams through local stations, is that often
only a part of the desired program is broad-
cast, the other part of it often having to
be eliminated because of previous commer-
-cial commitments on the part of the local
station that cannot be avoided. In those
localities where daytime listening is con-
fined to one station, or where one of sev-
eral local stations are not handling the
desired program, it is often impossible for
the listener to have full enjoyment of the
desired radio program unless his receiver is
capable of bringing him satisfactory short-
wave performance direct from the key sta-
tion where the chain program originates.

It is difficult to describe the excellence
of the shortwave reception made possible
with a SCOTT. Most people have become
accustomed to the noisy and badly
"twisted" shortwave performance of the
ordinary radio and cannot conceive that
such programs can often be heard with a

H. RADIO INC.THE SCOTTE. LABORATORIES,
4450 RAVENSWOOD AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

NEW YORK DETROIT BUFFALO LOS ANGELES


